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Name: Date:

Good as in "Useful or 
Adequate" Multiple Choice
 I, even I, am YHWH; and BESIDE ME  there is NO SAVIOUR. - Isaiah 43:11

A number of definitions are listed. Below each definition are 4 words that may match 
the definition. Print the letter of the word which matches the definition in the space 
provided by each definition.

1. worthy of acceptance or satisfactory

A. serviceable   B. acceptable   C. ample   D. healthy

B

2. giving an advantage

A. advantageous   B. proper   C. appropriate   D. serviceable

A

3. suitable for a particular person or place or condition etc

A. advantageous   B. appropriate   C. acceptable   D. convenient

B

4. promoting or enhancing well-being

A. suitable   B. healthy   C. beneficial   D. wholesome

C

5. easy to reach

A. proper   B. convenient   C. appropriate   D. favorable

B

6. conforming to conventions of sexual behavior

A. suitable   B. convenient   C. decent   D. profitable

C

7. occurring at a convenient or suitable time

A. decent   B. favorable   C. ample   D. healthy

B

8. having or indicating good health in body or mind; free from infirmity or disease

A. favorable   B. proper   C. helpful   D. healthy

D

9. showing a willingness to cooperate

A. fit   B. helpful   C. decent   D. profitable

B

10. promoting benefit or gain

A. apt   B. helpful   C. respectable   D. profitable

D

11. appropriate for a condition or purpose or occasion or a person’s character, needs

A. proper   B. helpful   C. satisfying   D. acceptable

A

12. giving pleasure or satisfaction

A. satisfying   B. apt   C. proper   D. fit

A
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13. characterized by proper behavior or conventional conduct; worthy of respect

A. respectable   B. profitable   C. satisfying   D. acceptable

A

14. appropriate for a condition or purpose or occasion or a person’s character, needs

A. meet   B. respectable   C. suitable   D. fit

C

15. physically and mentally sound or healthy

A. meet   B. fit   C. suitable   D. beneficial

B

16. being precisely fitting and right

A. respectable   B. advantageous   C. meet   D. apt

C

17. affording an abundant supply

A. wholesome   B. ample   C. satisfying   D. helpful

B

18. naturally disposed toward

A. apt   B. fit   C. satisfying   D. meet

A

19. intended or able to serve a purpose without elaboration

A. fit   B. serviceable   C. respectable   D. appropriate

B

20. sound or exhibiting soundness in body or mind

A. meet   B. decent   C. ample   D. wholesome

D


